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Buick once built muscle cars and other performance models, but these days the Regal GS is the
sportiest thing in its showrooms. A strong hp V-6 sends power to all four wheels, but we wish
the GS had hastier acceleration. Still, it's more athletic and engaging than the regular Buick
Regal Sportback , which we review separately. While the handsome four-door looks like a
sedan, it actually features a hatchback that makes it more practical than most rivals. Likewise,
the GS costs less than similarly equipped entry-luxury cars. Along with numerous standard
amenities and many available driver assists , the Buick GS is a snazzier take on traditional
transportation, just don't expect it to fully recreate the old-school GS experience. With a sporty
V-6 powertrain and standard all-wheel drive, choosing a Regal GS is pretty straightforward.
Sport Red is the only no-cost paint color, and the other available hues are less exciting. We'd
select the Appearance and Sights and Sounds packages. Together they add an eight-speaker
Bose audio system, LED headlights with automatic leveling and corner lights, remote start,
built-in navigation, wireless phone charging, and more. There are also several optional driver
assists, such as automated emergency braking and adaptive cruise control, but they're only
sold bundled together. Every Regal GS is motivated by a 3. Its engine pairs with a nine-speed
automatic transmission that, oddly, lacks paddle shifters. Instead, manually selecting gears is
handled through the center-console-mounted shifter. The standard all-wheel-drive system not
only improves traction in slippery conditions, it also helps the GS corner better. The last version
we tested accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 5. These settings also alter the transmission's
reactions and steering effort. A pair of Brembo front-brakes helped haul the GS from 70 mph to
zero in a notable feet. While this hi-po Regal failed to get our blood pumping from behind the
wheel, it's definitely more entertaining but also more expensive than the regular Regal. We
tested the Buick on our mile highway fuel-economy route and recorded 28 mpg, which beat its
EPA rating but was between mpg less than the TLX and IS achieved. Inside, the Regal GS
boasts snazzy and supportive front seats that have heating, cooling, and massaging functions.
A flat-bottom steering wheel and metal pedals hint at sportiness, even though the rest of the
cabin is mostly subdued and some of the materials are unremarkable. The back seat is just as
roomy as the regular Regal and its cargo area is equally useful. We managed to fit seven
carry-on suitcases behind the rear seat and another 12 bags 19 total with the rear seat folded.
Every GS is outfitted with a responsive 8. Desirable options include a head-up display, wireless
charging, and an eight-speaker Bose audio system. While a host of driver-assistance
technologies is available, only a couple of assists are standard. Key safety features include:.
Buick provides a competitive limited warranty as well as even better powertrain protection.
While the Regal GS does have complimentary maintenance, it only covers one visit. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. More Model Years. More
on the Buick Regal GS. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Buick. Wagons
may not be as popular as they once were, but they're still very much alive and kicking. Based on
the Regal Sportback sedan, the Buick Regal TourX is one of the more recent entries in this
segment, and it offers many of the strengths that have made wagons a sought-after form of
family transportation over the years. The Buick Regal TourX is similar to a crossover in that it
provides copious amounts of cargo space. One benefit of this distinction is a roof rack that's
lower and easier to access than a crossover's. The Regal TourX also delivers the quiet cabin
you expect from a Buick , and its sculpted exterior styling is sure to win some fans.
Unfortunately, key driver-assistance features aren't available with the base-model Regal TourX.
You need to step up to the Preferred model to access amenities such as blind-spot monitoring,
and this is the trim level we'd recommend for the average buyer. The Regal TourX Preferred
rides on inch wheels and it comes with exterior features such as fog lights, integrated roof rails,
automatic headlights, and heated power-adjustable side mirrors. All Buick Regal TourX wagons
are equipped with a turbocharged 2. This engine serves up horsepower and lb-ft of torque. An
eight-speed automatic transmission sends power to all four wheels. During our track testing,
the Regal TourX hustled from zero to 60 mph in a respectable 6. This Buick wagon goes about
its business quietly, transmitting very little noise into the cabin. The Regal TourX offers 5. If
you're looking for an off-road companion, you'll be happier with a rival like the Subaru Outback.
Subaru's wagon provides 8. In our time with the vehicle, we observed fuel economy of 22 mpg.
Buick is a premium brand that's a step above a mainstream marque but a step below a
traditional luxury nameplate. Its place in the pecking order is reflected in the appearance of its
cabin. The overall look of the interior is upscale, but it's not quite as opulent as the cabin of a
vehicle made by a traditional luxury brand such as Audi or Volvo. You aren't likely to be
disappointed with the Regal TourX's cargo capacity. This wagon offers a generous 33 cubic feet
of room for your stuff with all seats in place. Fold the back seat flat and that figure swells to a
robust 74 cubic feet. The Regal TourX's base trim is equipped with features such as an
infotainment system with a 7. Android Auto and Apple CarPlay integration are on hand to help

you seamlessly connect your devices. The list of optional features includes an 8. However, the
model received a perfect score of Good in small overlap front, moderate overlap front, and side
crash-testing conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS. The Regal TourX
offers a modern selection of optional driver-assistance features, but the list of standard
amenities in this area is almost nonexistent. Also, the base trim isn't available with the
driver-assistance technology that has become essential equipment for many car shoppers. You
have to step up to more expensive trim levels to access these features. Key safety features
include:. This Buick comes with a longer powertrain warranty than the Audi A4 Allroad and
Volvo V60, but both these models provide longer limited-warranty coverage than the Regal
TourX. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Warren Clarke. More
on the Buick Regal TourX. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Buick. The
Buick Regal Sportback aspires to be fashionable and functional with its sleek bodywork and
useful hatchback. However, the Buick fails to deliver the upscale interior and sporty handling of
many other entry-luxury cars. Still, the Regal Sportback continues the company's tradition of
comfortable accommodations and refined road manners. Its standard turbocharged engine has
effortless power and polished behavior, but the Sportback won't excite when driven quickly. Its
slew of standard infotainment features are offset by extra-cost driver-assistance technology and
luxurious options. Although the Regal Sportback will satisfy longtime Buick fans, it's not as
sophisticated or entertaining as better alternatives. Buick doesn't make any changes to the
Regal Sportback for The sleek hatchback continues to offer a diligent engine, generous cargo
space, and copious optionsâ€”for a price. Likewise, its Regal brethren the TourX station wagon
and sporty GS also enter the new model year without any updates. The Regal Sportback isn't
fancy enough to fulfill its luxury aspirations, but it's more expensive than traditional family
sedans. That leaves us looking at the mid-level models to secure desirable options and maintain
value. We think the Preferred II best balances those objectives. Every model features inch
wheels, dual-zone climate control, a heated steering wheel, upgraded seats, and more. We'd
also recommend the Driver Confidence 1 package that adds auto-leveling headlights, blind-spot
monitoring, LED headlights, rear cross-traffic alert, rear parking sensors, and wireless charging.
The Regal is quick and responsive thanks to its hp turbocharged four-cylinder engine.
Front-wheel drive and a smooth-shifting nine-speed automatic transmission are standard.
All-wheel-drive models get an eight-speed automatic, which is considerably more sluggish and
reluctant to downshift. At our test track, our front-wheel-drive test vehicle zipped from zero to
60 mph in just 5. It was also almost neck-in-neck with the hp stronger Buick Regal GS , which
managed to shave off only 0. The standard Regal Sportback is competent in the twisties and
provides a fair amount of grip, but it's considerably softer and slower to react to steering
commands than its sportier hatchback competitors. It rides quite comfortably, but vague, overly
light steering keeps it from being involving to drive. The Regal's brake pedal is firm and inspires
confidence, and both Regals we tested provided best-in-class stopping distances. With its
standard front-wheel drive, the Regal Sportback hits perfectly average mpg numbers in its
segment. Adding all-wheel drive drops the ratings by a few mpg all around. In our real-world
highway fuel-economy testing, it fell 1 mpg short of its government rating at 31 mpg. The
Regal's cabin is much more family sedan than luxury car, with tons of space for all passengers
but a decidedly plebeian environment that's let down by cheap materials. This assessment is
even more egregious considering that we tested the more expensive Essence model; less
expensive models look even more dour with their cloth upholstery, and they also lack
equipmentâ€”such as heated seatsâ€”that we expect at this price. The Regal's rear seat is a bit
smaller than the Honda Accord 's, but the Buick offers considerably more room than its sportier
hatchback competitors. Likewise, its rear seats fold flat, offering an uninterrupted cargo floor
that can easily accommodate big items such as a bicycle. We also appreciate the levers in the
cargo area that make folding the seats a cinch. We fit seven of our carry-on suitcases in the
trunk and with the rear seats flat, the Regal managed to swallow 19 cases. Looking for more
space for cargo? Check out the Regal TourX station wagon. The Sportback comes standard
with most of the connectivity features you'd want, and its touchscreen is easy to use and quick
to respond to user inputs. A larger touchscreen, premium Bose audio system, built-in
navigation, wireless charging, and more are also available. IIHS Crucial driver-assistance
features such as forward-collision warning and automated emergency braking require stepping
all the way up to at least the Essence model and then paying for two separate Driver Confidence
packages. Key safety features include:. Buick's warranty coverage is longer than most of its
competitors, save for the Kia Stinger. It includes the longest roadside-assistance coverage, and
the first maintenance visit is complimentary. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. View Photos. Joey Capparella and Eric Stafford. More Model Years. More on the Buick
Regal Sportback. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Buick. Regal offers

many solutions for your large-group needs, ranging from private screenings to corporate
meetings and red carpet events. Check out all the ways we can help. Challenge the status quo
of boring business meetings. Hold your next company address, lead generation event, or
training seminar at the theatre. Show your clients or employees some appreciation: host a
screening in a private auditorium with guaranteed seating and no waiting in line. JavaScript
seem to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to
utilize the functionality of this website. Open the Menu. Discount Tickets. Gift Cards Gift Cards.
Do you have a large group? We've got solutions for everyone Regal offers many solutions for
your large-group needs, ranging from private screenings to corporate meetings and red carpet
events. Business Events Challenge the status quo of boring business meetings. Theatre Church
Centrally located with ample parking, spacious lobbies, plenty of seats, and the big screen.
Regal theatres are the ideal environment for church plants and multi-sites. Printable Order Form
If you're looking to order with a check or money order, you'll download this form. At Regal Vise,
we take the challenge of building a strong vise seriously. Using top-of-the-line materials, each
Regal Vise is hand-crafted by a small team of professionals in Orange, Massachusetts who want
their work to stand up to the test of time. We have fly tiers routinely tell us they are still tying
flies on a Regal they purchased decades ago. Part of our commitment to creating the best vise
on the market is working with professional tiers. Our products are made by fly tiers and anglers
for fly tiers and anglers
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. We work with our pro staff and other professionals in the industry to create vises that work
and stand the test of time. As a small team, we are proud of the creativity we bring to the vise
market and plan on continuing the tradition of introducing innovative fly tying products to our
customers. If you are ready to invest in any of our quality products, congratulations! We are
happy to offer the finest vises available on the market, made with small-town pride in Orange,
Massachusetts. Producing quality products that also provide a great experience for our
customers is why we do what we do, so we are glad to have you on the Regal Vise team! Regal
Vise is happy to provide a range of ready-made and custom vises, all available through our
extensive network of dealers. If you are ready to order your Regal, click on the map to the left to
find a dealer near you. Use our contact page to let us know. If you are ready to order your Regal,
click on the map to find a dealer near you. Our Vises.

